Cerebral blood flow features in chronic subcortical stroke: Lesion location-dependent study.
We investigated the influence of lesion location on cerebral blood flow (CBF) in chronic subcortical stroke patients. Three-dimensional pseudocontinuous arterial spin labeling was employed to obtain CBF images in normal controls (NC) and patients with left hemisphere subcortical infarctions involving motor pathways. Stroke patients were divided into two subgroups based on the infarction location (basal ganglia (BS) or pontine (PS). We mapped CBF alterations in a voxel-wise manner and compared them to detect differences among groups with height-level false discovery rate correction. Regions with significant group differences were extracted to perform post hoc analyses among the BS, PS and NC groups using a general linear model with age, gender, years of education, and interval after stroke as covariates. The BS group displayed significantly increased CBF in the contralesional putamen relative to NC and significantly decreased CBF in the ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex, ipsilesional thalamus and contralesional cerebellum. The PS group displayed significantly increased CBF in the contralesional inferior frontal gyrus relative to both the NC and BS groups. Nevertheless, the PS group showed significantly decreased CBF mainly in the cerebellum. Our results suggest different alteration patterns of CBF in chronic stroke patients with different infarct locations within subcortical motor pathways, potentially providing important information for the initiation of individualized rehabilitation strategies for subcortical stroke patients involving different infarct types.